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CHAPTER I I

THE DIALECTIC OF CONTRARIES AND EXACT
RESEMBLANCES

T would 
^pper 

that no one has denied the existence
of resemblances in the sense in which it is common
usage to say that light crimson resembles dark crimson.

Such is not the case in the matter of exact resemblance.
The existence, even so much as the possibility, of an exact
tesemblance has been denied systematically as a matter of
ptinciple by Hegelian Idealism. This denial is based on
no attempt to mustet an empirical demonstration of a
Leibnitzian identity of indiscernibles. Rather, the denial
is patt and parcel of a conception of identity as identity in
di.fference that is of the..very essence of the Hegelian
dialectic of contrades.

The phrase "identity in difference" has been regarded by
some thinkets as a. mattef of mere mystery-mongering.
Itrow can differences neverthelefs rbe identical? The phrase
is ttansparently absurd.

Such is, of course, the case in the iight of the Law of
Non-Contradiction. But in the philosophy of Hegel, as
in that of Bradley, the Law of Identity is denounced and
tepudiated. Those imbued with unquestioning confidence
in the Laws of Thought turn away from the suggestion
that this could be done as from something wanton. Yet
there was nothing unconsidered about it. ,,,

Hegelian philosophy takes becoming sedously. In this
tegatd, as in otfers, it breaks shaqply with the thinkers of
the seventeenth century and the pre-critical thinkers of the
eighteenth. For them, changes are matters of succession,
not of growth and development. One state succeeds
another; thete is no question of the growth of one phase
into another development.

Now, it is an old story that change is unintelligible.
How can A, which is A, change into Y, which is Y. Let
the process of change be a matter of stages as minute as
you-wish. Still, in the course of the process' h9y9ve1
tonceived of, there finally would be a moment at which A
would no longer be A, and would not yet be Y. Yet to
say, in 

"tty 
case whatevet, that A may be both A and not A

is to uttei a self-contradiction. That contradiction would
be implicated in any view on which it wete held that one
self-idintical being m y become another self-identical
being. \What is self-identical mzy not become: it may
only be itself. Any view of change on which qhat changes
is self-identical must, then, be abandoned. The truth to
be elucidated by the dialectic that supersedes abstract and
static logic is that changing reality is becoming. In Hegelt
Logic becoming is the primary c tegory in and through
which the initial synthesis of the dialectic is made; namely'
that of being and nothing.

Bradley's philosophy affords the classic English var'nnt
on the dialectic of conttaries. In the intetests of a method
by which Appeatance (ot expedence in becoming).could
be elucidated, Bradley denounces the Law of Identity on
the authodty of Hlgel. Thus Bradley writes in lit
Logir: "The principle of iilentity is often stated in the
fotm of a tautology-. 'A is A'. If this real7y means that
no difierence exists on the two sides of the judgment, we
may dismiqs it at once. It is no iudgment y a-lI- As
Hegel tells us, it sins against the very form of judgment:

for- while ptofessing to say something it _real]1 says
nothing. It does not even asseft idercity. For identity
without difference is nothing at alI- It takes two to make
the sarne, and the least we can have is some change of
event in a selfsame thing, or the retutn to that thing from
a suggested difference. For, otherwise, to s1y 'It js the
t"mJas itself'would be quite unmeaning. We could not
even have the\-ippearance of iudgment in A is A, if we
had not at least the difierence of position in the different
A's; and we cannot have the rcality of judgment, unless

q{
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some difference actually enters into the content of what
r i l /g 2g5g11.t ' (1)

Hegel "tel-ls us" that a tat
form of judgrnent". There j
in A is A" merely because ea
This will not do. One A
another A, to be Sure; but "i
enters into the content of v

tE appearance of judgment. ,.For identity without
diference is nothing at all."

Those who are accustomed to regard numerical diff-
erences as genuine differences, may be perplexed by the
above-quoted statements. In A is n, iney might urge,
there is a difference; that of the one A from t-he othir.
Thus the one A is existentially different from the other.
No*, ^s 

may-become plain in the course of this paper, the
doctrine of identity in difference denies that mere 

^mrmerical

difierence makes sense. "Numerical distinction is not
distinction without difference, that once more is sense-
ls55 . . ."(2) The difference which Bradley demands is
difference in quality or character. "\il/ithout difference in
character there can be no distinction, and the opposite
would seem to be nonsense."(B) In a tautology t-h; ffio
terms ate not different in chatacter. Therefore, in
Bradley's view, they are not really distinct, ..and the
opposite would seem to be nonsense',.

. In a tautology there is no movement in thought at a\l,
but at best the assertion of the barren identitlv of two
s-ymbo-ls. Since zll that exists is in becoming, thought
devoid of developntent would be at best a m.re 

"srociati-onof images recollected. An association of ideas could be
no judgment, for associations afe recollectjons of, not
developments in and of ideas.(a)

-A genuine judgment, as distinguished from an association
of ideas, will (it is held) assetr 

-unity 
in divemity, not the

t\ Logic, Vol, r, p. r4r. Italics mine.
t2, A.Ilearance and Realitl, p. 51t.
6,  Ib id,  p.532.
({) See the Logic, Bk, II, Par r, Ch, r,
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empty identity of the tautology A is A. In the absence
eithei of differences united in iudgment' or of the unity

diferentiated by the difierences, iudgment is absent. For
unless the diffeient constituents of a judgment are in some
sense united in it, there is then no judgment but, at best,
an association of ideas. On the other hand, unless it be

differences that Me in union, there is no judgment, but
rather the mere utterance of strict tautology, and so no

r,novement in thought.
Thus we rnay see that the formula of iudgment may not

be A is A. On this view, we are required to realize also
that the formula of iudgment m y not be A is B. For in
this latter form we assert (it is assumed) that A is identical
with, or strictly the same as, B. This being so, we -are
confronted by an alleged dilemma: on the one altetnative,
A is A, we assert nothing about A; on the other, we say
that A is what it is not, namely B. "And we seem unable
to clear ourselves from the old dilemma. If you predicate
what is diffetent, you ascribe to the subject what it is not;

and if you predicate u/hat is not diferent you say nothing
71 g,ll."(r)

In Btadley's view, the source of this error m y be brought
to light by considering the nature.of the conttadictgry'.on
his jialeciic of contrafies. "\Ve have to avoid in dealing
with Contradiction, the same mistake we found had ob-
scured the nature of Identity. \7e there were told to
produce tautologies, and here we ate by. cefiairL-persons
iorbidden to produce anything else. 'A is not A' may be
taken to mean that A can be nothing but what is simply A.
That is, once again, the etroneous assertion of mere abstract
identity without atry diference."(1) That assettion is
effpneous because it rests upon the assumption of pure
negfation. Indeed, that assumption is at the basis of the
tra-ditional yet wholly erroneous undetstanding of the

Law of Non-Contradiction. For the assumption that A
is simply not B carries us ineluctably to the conclusion
that A 

-is 
A irrespective' of its relations. And that

t't Appemonce and Realiry, P. t7'

+
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conclusion, it is alleged, entails the above-mentioned
dilemma.

For this feason, among several others, there can be no
place in logic for the notion of mere negation. ..The
contradictory.ld.l, if we take it in a merely negative form,
must be banished from logic. If not-A-w.rE solely the
negation of A, it would be an assetion without z qaality,
and wouid be a denial without anything positive to serve
as its ground. A something that is only noi something else,
is a relation that terminates in an impalpable vJid, a
reflection thrown upon empty space. tf is a mere non_
entity which cannot be real."(r) In a word, mere negation is
groundless verbiage. Every significant negati6n pre_
supposes a positive ground. \7e cannot and do not
de.ny a predicate of a nothing; lather we deny it of a
s1bj1ct.o1 the ground that thiJ subject possesses a quality
which is incompatible with the predicate of out negative
judgment.

Thus,. in Bradley's view, the negative judgment does not
exptess bate otherness or mere nefation,-between terms fot
which there would be_no middle ground. Hence Bradley
denies that the logical form of the contradictor/: within
which no middle term is possible, and the logicai form of
the contrary, within which a middle term ii possible at
least, 

^te 
distinct formg of judgmenr. Consequently,

he holds thar the contradictory is one with the contntv_
"But then this positive ground, which is the basis of
negation, is not contradictory. It is merely discrepant,
opposite, incompatible. It is only contrary.i'(21

Thus Bradley holds that the notion of the contradictorv.
as it is fotmulated by formal logic, must be ,.banishedi
from logical theory. This must 6e so, he argues, because
pure negation is absurd, and without mere negation, there
may be no contradictoty as distinct from the contrary.
Pure negation is absurd because, "It is impossible for any-
tlring to be only Not-A. It is impossible to rca\ize Not-A

,r, Logtr, Vol, I, p, rz1.
t2t Logic, p. tz3.
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in thought".(r) Thus the contradictory can only mean

what is meant bY the contrary.
No de that would comptehend the scope of the contrary

rlt lbid., p. tzt. t2t Ibid., p. tz4.
tsr lbil.
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, it is absurd to hold that .,A is
r is not B per se. For in that
und for the not. It might as
rot blue, or that a mind is not acoal scuttle.

It is well understood that pure negation (as unclarified
c) permits the so_called infinite
that no case of pure negation
rr this reason, he holds that a
B, and that the characteristic

.., _ t , , eaclr one mereJy and simpJy in its ownr]ght. Kather, a middle term between A and i] is requisite
that there may be a positive ground,.; jilfi;;":-f:;;.
ornerence between A and B.

, 
Ary theoty which requires that there be a middle term

Detvreen any two terms can only repudiate the Law of Non_Contradiction. For, as is weilinJwn , thatLaw.rt"il, ih"Law of Excluded Middle on which there rnay be no middteterm between the terms of a contradictory. if..-.""
lra{ictory must be ..banished 

from logic,,. This is don.by identifying it with the contrary. Siice trrere is 
" -iddr"term between the terms of 

-any_ 
cintraty , a U"ri" ,.q.rir.m.nt

of a dialectic of becoming (as distinguiihed from ro...rriorr;
is thus fulfilled.

But "ft is necessary before all things to bear in mindthat the axiom does not in any *"y 
""piri ", 

,t-^r'ir'Z;;,
and must not attempt to account fbr the existen.. ofopposites. That disirepants or incompatibles or .on_traries exist, is the fact ii is based on. .,,(r)

"If the principle o[ c''tradictio' states a fact. it savs
no more than that the discrepant is discrepant, if_,", ,i"

ts to persuade it, remains

quality, which not only remov
rtt lbid., pp. r45, 146.
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removes it altogethet, then do not tteat it as if it re-
11xi11gfl'." (1)

Now Btadley sees full well that in thus tegarding the
contradictoty ai "the general idea ofthe contraty" he offers
his teaders a fotced choice between the square of opposition
and his dialectic of contraries. Thus at the bottom of the

that, { not-A were taken as a pare negation, no compromise
would-be possible. You would then baue to choose between the
axion of- contradiction and the dialectical metbod."(2) This

statement of the matter in question would seem to be fairly

entaiis and elucidates. Yet, the foregoing brief exposition

difference is nothing at all, and mere numedcai distinction
is senseless.

Something of the categorical sweeP of this doctdne is

^ppuent 
in the theoty of telations which it entails. An

e^xiensive misunderstanding of that theory may be averted
tD lbid. l.zt lbid., pp' t41, r48' Italics mine'

" l \
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frief statement of it, we bear in
use ..appearance,, 

as it is used,
nt of the. casual theory of per_
,pearance,, is not the name Lf a
percipent and the rcally rcaL
is a classic tradition on'which

:oming.
, designates any monrent of
is dominant and diffetent_

ion,, designates any moment
minant and immediacy is

i:.::::t".. ,Il ,r,y experience, the aspec .l;;;i*, i;qualtt/, and the aspeci of differentirti,i., i, ,etrtio.r. 
--'-t 'e
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In this sense of the term, "Qualities are nothing without
relations. In trying to exhibit the truth of this statement,
I will lay no weight on a considerable mass of evidence";tr)
namely, all of the evidence that goes to show how qualities
are in fact varied by changes in their relations. Bradley
rules out this evidence not because he considers it unsound
zs fat as it goes, but because it does not go far enough. He
believes the conclusion in question to be demonstrable
a priori, and proceeds accordingly.

Wlrerever there ate diferent qualities, there are quaiities
related by their differences. "For considet, the qualities
A and B ate to be different from each other; and, if so,
that difference must fall someurhere. If it falls, in any
degree or to any extent outside A or B, we have relation at
once. But, on the other hand, how can difference and
otherness fall inside ? If we have in A any such othetness
then inside A we must distinguish its own quality and its
othetness. And, if so, then the unsolved problem breaks
out inside each quality, and separates each into two qualities
in relation. In brief, diversity without relation seems a
wotd without meaning."(zt The difference between A
and B, in virtue of which they are distinct, either "falls
outside" or "between" A and B, thus to rcIate them, or
that difference "falls within" A and within B, thus to
differentiate each one of them within itse]f. On the latter
alternative, the moment of relation would break out within
A and within B. Therefore the difference that differen-
tiates A and B must fall "outside", of "berween", and thus
"vle have relation at once".

This basic point in Bradley's elucidation of his conception
of relation may be illustrated by a process of cell-fission.
In the very incipience of that process the incipient
differentiation must fall somewhere. In point of fact, it
falls "betrveen" the incipient cells in the observable sense
that it is their differentiation. As soon as v/e notice this
much, then (on the assumption that differentiation is rela-
tion),'w'e are awate of a relation. For we afe then awate of a

tD Appearance ail Realitl, p. zt, ot lbid., p, 24.

.1,
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differentiation, it would be in no respect di{ferent from
anything tt all, and so would not be a quality or anything
else.

Presumably it is even obvious that no static line between

(rt lbid., p. 26.
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and its contents are dissipated in an endless. proces.s-of

distinction".(1) Devoid odrelation, A would be undi'ffer-

.nri",.a from anything else, and so-urould be norhing at

all. As di.fferentiated,"A is ar once the',.' that is differen-

tl^t.a, and the 'a' thatis the differentiation or relation' Thus
;lf it f-rfy each of these". Neither '4' nor 'a' is the other'

"norLgui is either A"; for'a' is. vrhat is differentiated'

while i, is the differentiation. This differentration 'a' LS

essential to the 'a' that it differentiates'
That is the teason why "A is both made' and is not

made, what it is by relatio". . ' ' It may.be taken as at once

condition and result, and the question is as to how lt can

combine this variety. For it must combine the diversity'

,rrd y.t it fails to do so". A is at ofice 'a', the aspect of

i--!aiu"y and'a', the aspect o-f:nediation' or relation'
\Without 'z' there is notfiing di'fferentiated, and so 

- 
no

qual i ty:wi thout 'a ' thereisnodi f ferent iat ionandthus
nothing at aII.- -Any-reiational 

situation(2) is at once itself 'a" and its

difierentiation'a', and this identity of A, which is A' a'

a, implies its differentiation, which -11 
'o" This is to say

,fr", ,i. quality A is the mornent of immediacy .'a' and.tlie

rnoment o'f mediation by which that moment of immediacy

is diffetentiated from othet qualities and relations' In

short, that A may be at aII, it must be at once what falls in

pro.o, within iiseli and what falls in.process between

itself and all else. Thus A is at once itself and transcendent

of itself. Accordingly, no quality will be self-sufficient ot

self-contained; tto 
"qrrutity will be self-identical' For a

q"afity will be distinct if, and only in so far 
1t ,t1,it

diferentiated ftom other moments of becoming' And the

relation by vittue of which a quality is diffetentiated will

fall to some extent beyond that moment of immediacy'

Yet, at the same time, that differentiation will contribute to

constitute that qualiiy. For without that differentiation'

the quality A #ould'not be differentiated as it is differ-

trt lbid., p, 26.
(2) Thephrase is Bradley's. See the essay on Relations inhis Collected Essays'

r )
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entiated, and so s/ould not be the quality it is. Thus we
yo.y tealize that no quality is self-consiitent. Since, for
Bradley, being more or less self-consistent is the criterion
of bging more or less self-coherent or inteliigible, the
conclusion that no_ quality is or could be wliolly self-
consistent or self-coherent means that no quality is wt otty
intelligible, or self-consistent.

Thus, "we have found that qualities, taken without
relations have no. intelligible meaning. Unfortunately,
laker-r together with them, they are .q.t"-lty unintelligible.',
So far, it has been pointed out that qualities w1thout
relations rvould be undifferentiated, and so would be not
Tany but one. It is impossible, we have noticed, that
there might be a plurality of qualities in the absence of
relation or diferentiation. Yei we have seen that taken
together with its. relations no quality is wholly self_
consistent, or inteiligible.

"$7e may briefly reach the same dijemma from the side of
telations. They are nothing intelligible, either with or
without their qualiliss."(1) As relat6n, 

"pu.t 
from qual_

ities would be the verbiage of relations wi?hout t.r-i ,o
together with qualities, relations are in no finite conlext
completely intelligible. In order that a yelation mav
differentiate its- qualities, a relation must ..penrt 

^r, ^nhaltef' them, and thus _be literally implicated in their respec-
tive natures. Yet, that this diffeientiation 

-"u 
oot' b.

absorbed into its qualities, it must ,,faII,, to some extent
"between" the qualities which it differentiates and thus
telates. This is why a relation involves within itself a
contrariety: a relation or differentiation is at once implicated
in and transcendent of its qualities. And so, 

^..Again

u/e are huried off into the eddy of a hopele* pro..rr, ,L..
we are forced to go on finding relations witiout end',.(2)
But, on the other hand, in so far as a relation or differ_
entiation is implicated in its qualities, so far it does not
fall between them. In so fai as this is the case at 

^rvmoment in process, a differentiation fails to be a relation
tlt  ltreer-nee and Realil, p. 27. tzt lbid., p. 28.

,

I

I
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at alf. Yet in so far as a rnoment of mediation falls between
moments of immediacy, it is outside them both, and thLs
agatn it fails to relate them.

So much may suffice to indicate why it is that fot Btadley
no rnoment of difierentiation may be absolute ot self-
contained. In any process of fission, no standing dis-
tinction between the moments of quality and the moments
of di{ferentiation is to be found. There is "a diversity
which falls inside each quality. Each has a double
characteg as both supporting and as being made by the
relation".(1) Likewise, each relation has a double char-
acter, as both supporting and as being made by its terms.

Qualities taken without relations or as absolute, and
relations as separate entities, are alike inconceivabie, in
Bradley's view.

Yet qualities, taken as rnoments of immediacy that arc
at once made by and essential to their differentiations, are
in no case absolutely self-identical; for qualities 

^rediferentiated by their di{ferentiations ot telations. And
so their respective identities arc relational, in Bradley's
sense of the term. Likewise, relations taken as moments
of diflerentiation that arc in no case abso]ute telations,
f.ot any relation will involve within itself that infinite
regress in relational identity that is the principle and
content of degrees of truth and teality.

The foregoing statement of Bradley's positive theory
of relations, although ovedy brief, may suffice to indicate
why that theory entails the consequence that "identity
implies diference." 'We have noticed above that the
identity or character of. a quality is what it is by virtue of
the relations that differentiate it-that make it the qualitv
it is. And since a quality is that quality and no othet onl
by virtue of its differentiations ot relations, any alteration
in those di.fferentiations ipso facto is an alteration in the
quality they differentiate. For those telations constirute
the context which determines the identity of that quality.

\X/e have also noticed that the nature or character of a
ttt lbid., p. 26.

C
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relation is what it is by virtue of the quaiities that are
diferentiated by that relation. The "infinite process"
is teciprocal. Just as qualities are determined by their
differentiations to be what respectively they are so those
relations are determined to be the differentiations they are
by the qualities they differentiate. That is why 

^nyalteration in those qualities ipn facto alters those quaiities.
Now this is held to be true of all qualities, and of all

telations, not only of some of either, or of both. Nor is
Bradley's position tn Appearance and Realiry at ilI arbitnry.
That all relations are internal everywhere and always follows
from the exclusion of external relations in Chapter II, and
the positive doctrine of Chaptet III. Were it suggested
that some relations are only internal, whereas sorne are
external, the suggestion would fly ir the face of the well-
known argument of Chapter II of Appearance and Reali!,
to the conclusion that any notion of wholly external
relations would be verbiage.

Since the universality of internal relations is categorical,
it follows that no limit (in theory) to the difierences that
diffetentiate a quality may be presuibed. Any quality is
difierentiated from all else, not merely-from some other
appearances. Identity implies diference because where
there were no diference there would be no distinction, and
therefore nothing distinct from anything else. "f rest my
argument upon this, that if there are no dif,erences, there
are no qualities, since all must fall into one. But, if there
is any di-ffetence, then that implies a rclation. $/ithout
a relation it has no meaning;--." (r) "And this is the
point on which all seems to turn. It is possible to think
of qualities without thinking of distinct characters."(2)
Bradley answers (p. ,t) that this is not possible. The
distinction or di-fference here could not be the bare nume-
rical or existential difference of two qualities that would be
indiscernibly the same.

\We have seen above that, for Bradley, identity implies
qualitatiue diference. "All identity then is qualitative in

THE DTALECTTC oF CoNTRARTES 1t

the sense that it all must consist in content and chatactet.

There is no sameness of mere existence, for mere existence

is a vicious abstractiol."(1) "Numerical distinction is not

distinction without difference, that once more is sense-

less . . ."(2) And, "without diffetence in character there

can be no distinction, and the opposite would seem to be

nonsense."(3) Two indiscernible qualities would be not

two but one. A quality that wete not diflerent from alL

other qualities would be indiscernibly the same 
^s- 

snme

other quality or qualities. The altemative to !!r1s (if there

be quaiities'at a[) is that every quality be difierentiated
from all else.

The same considerations, mutatis matandis, aPPly to

relations. It follows that every quality and every relation

is unique. No two qualities, no two relations, can be the

,"-. 6t indiscernible. \Were it true that all, difference is

difference in quality, it would be the case that every quality

and every reiation is unmatched. The contradictory of

this consequence, viz., thzt some qualities and relations

are not ,rttiqn. but numerically dilfetent merely' tt in-

compatible with Bradley's theory of telations and the

"orrri.qo.t.e 
it entails; viz., that identity implies qualitative

difference. For were there two simple qualities A, and A,

that difered so/o ttrumerl, thete then would be one quality,

Ar, that did not imply its qualitative diflerence from ail else'
-The 

suggestion ihat iwo qualities gught be metely

numerica$'- different (or qualitatively the same) in one
itatively different in another
inly fails to square with the
: relations that all difierence is
t consequeflce every difference

would be unique; no quality or telation could be strictly

the same 
^t 

iny other one. Thus the notion of, pattial

sameness would seem to afford no escaPe from the con-

sequence that, in Btadley's view, identity implies qualitative

diference.
Presumably it is faidy plain that on Bradley's theory
tl lbid., p. j27, tzt lbid., p. tjr. 

$t lbid., p, ,r2,

{ l

/ l

1
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(r, Appearunce and Rcalit2, p. 42. tzt lbid., P. 25.
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of relations no fwo appearances may be sttictly the same.
Any two qualities, or afiy two telations, that were sttictly
the same in character would be indiscemible in chzractet.
Their di-ffetence would be numerical ot existential merely.
And any such state of affatts is nrled out by Btadley's
diaiectic as "senseless". Since no two appearances may be
strictly the sarne, there may be no resemblances that are
exact.

The dialectic of contraties entails the consequence that
every quality and reiation, however tenuous, is unique.
For that reason alone, on the dialectic of contrades, thete
could be no exact resemblances. Fot those of us who find
such resemblances in out own expefiences, the denial of
exact resemblances by the dialectic of contraries is sufficient
reason for tegarding that docttine as being profoundly
suspect.
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